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Instructions
Firstly start by printing out the stencils on the next page. These will act as a guide for you when 
you are drawing where to cut out. If you don’t own a printer you can draw it yourself freehand.

DRAWING THE STENCIL
1. Using a scissors, cut out the circle shape from the paper first, cellotape it to the front of the 
pumpkin and trace the outline with a marker.
2. Next cut out the bean shapes, again cellotape it to the front of the pumpkin and trace the 
outline with a marker.
3. Lastly cut out the facial features, again cellotape it to the front of the pumpkin and trace the 
outline with a marker.
When your finished your pumpkin should look like image 1 on the next page..



CUTTING THE PUMPKIN
1. Firstly start by cutting the top off the 
pumpkin and removing the inside.

2. Now cut out the mouth and nose of 
each bean. For the mouth leave some of 
the pumpkin behind for the gums. 

Do not cut out the eyes. 

It is best to do this first so that the 
structure is supported.

3. Next you want to cut out the section in 
between the beans. This will give the 
beans their shape and allow light through.

When your finished your pumpkin should 
look like the image 2 to the left.

PEELING THE PUMPKIN
The eyes, gums and brain are all 
achieved by peeling the pumpkin. 

EYES
For the eyes score the circles and peel 
back the skin of the pumpkin.

GUMS
For the gums do the same. Score the 
gum area and peel back the skin.

BRAIN
Lastly for the brain peel the area of the 
brain and use a knife or a ball point pen to 
make the ridges on the brain. Both work 
very well.

MAKING THE TEETH
For the teeth use some left over pumpkin 
and cut out some teeth shapes. Then 
using the end of a cocktail stick, stick the 
teeth into the gums.

FINAL DETAIL
Lastly we can use some paint to add final 
details. Paint on the pupils and some 
scars if you like.


